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About This Content

New playable character. Play as Klassic Mortal Kombat character Tanya. Kombat Pack owners get early access and should not
purchase separately.
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Tanya is amzing, worth getting if your a hardcore fan or a newcomer who wants something new and fun to play as. 10\/10 would
get this DLC again. Should be free.. This is an awesome character pretty much a complete redesign of the old tanya with a
complete new move-list, it's worth buying.
P.S.
If You have a problem with the game Talk to the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665i.ng developers,
Valve has nothing to do with this game being a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing s.h.it face
comparing to the console version.. as she was the best fighter in deception and too op in armageddon,she is beast here just like
she was used to. fairly overpowered, best character in the kombat pack.. 10\/10 would get this DLC again. Tanya is amzing,
worth getting if your a hardcore fan or a newcomer who wants something new and fun to play as. Should be free.
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Tanya in my opinion was the worst character, thematically in this Mortal Kombat. She plays decently, but I would only
recommend her if you are a fan of playing characters like Mileena, Raiden, or Kitana. as she was the best fighter in deception
and too op in armageddon,she is beast here just like she was used to. fairly overpowered, best character in the kombat pack..
This is an awesome character pretty much a complete redesign of the old tanya with a complete new move-list, it's worth
buying.
P.S.
If You have a problem with the game Talk to the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665i.ng developers,
Valve has nothing to do with this game being a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing s.h.it face
comparing to the console version.. Tanya in my opinion was the worst character, thematically in this Mortal Kombat. She plays
decently, but I would only recommend her if you are a fan of playing characters like Mileena, Raiden, or Kitana
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